State element \rightarrow \text{Combinational logic}
a. Instruction memory

b. Program counter

c. Adder
a. Registers

- Read register 1
- Read register 2
- Write register

b. ALU

- ALU control
- ALU result
- Zero
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### Instruction Processing

1. **Instruction**: Input
2. **Read register 1**: Read the first register
3. **Read register 2**: Read the second register
4. **Read data 1**: Read data from first source
5. **Read data 2**: Read data from second source
6. **Write register**: Write the result to register
7. **Write data**: Write the result to data
8. **ALU operation**: Perform the ALU operation
9. **ALU Zero**: Check if the result is zero
10. **Shift left 2**: Shift the result left by 2
11. **Add Sum**: Add the shifted result to the branch target
12. **Branch target**: Output

### ALU Operations
- **Addition**: `Add Sum`
- **Branch Logic**: `Branch target`
- **PC + 4 from instruction datapath**: `To branch control logic`
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